
Moo

“Our tribute to the Norwegian Moose”

Trond Svendgård and Ove Rogne (Designers)



Specifications
Wall lamp
shade material: Poly–resin and glass fibre
shade colour: White
Base material: steel
Wire: White, 190 cm
Bulbs main body: 2 x e27 energy saving bulb. max. 20 W 
Bulbs horns: 2 x e14 energy saving bulb. max. 5 W 
220V-240V ˜ 50HZ
net weight: 11.4 kg
indoor and outdoor (iP 44)
Ce

Moo (Design 2008) 
moo is a full scale wall–mounted norwegian light
moose head. moo may be used both for indoor and
outdoor decoration purposes. The figuratively shaped
lamp body is made of poly–resin material, which gives 
a smooth and transparent flow of light. The bulbs placed
inside the horns add an extra element of soft, sparkling
and translucent light effect to the lamp. 

The inspiration behind the moo lamp was found in northern
norway, –in the breathtaking scenery of Hamarøy, where
both of the designers have summer houses. Here the
moose is frequently seen passing close to the houses
and even over the lawns. The designers hope moo will
stand out as a post–modern kitsch trophy, making the
viewer smile happily as they recognize this “king of 
the norwegian forest”.
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Specifications
Wall lamp
Shade material: Poly–resin and glass fibre
Shade colour: White
Base material: Steel
Wire: White, 190 cm
Bulbs main body: 2 x e27 energy saving bulb. Max. 20 W 
Bulbs horns: 2 x e14 energy saving bulb. Max. 5 W 
220V-240V ˜ 50HZ
Net weight: 11.4 kg
indoor and outdoor (iP 44)
ce

Moo (Design 2008) 
Moo is a full scale wall–mounted Norwegian light
moose head. Moo may be used both for indoor and
outdoor decoration purposes. The figuratively shaped
lamp body is made of poly–resin material, which gives 
a smooth and transparent flow of light. The bulbs placed
inside the horns add an extra element of soft, sparkling
and translucent light effect to the lamp. 

The inspiration behind the Moo lamp was found in northern
Norway, –in the breathtaking scenery of Hamarøy, where
both of the designers have summer houses. Here the
moose is frequently seen passing close to the houses
and even over the lawns. The designers hope Moo will
stand out as a post–modern kitch trophy, making the
viewer smile happily as they recognize this “king of 
the Norwegian forest”.
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Designers: Trond Svendgård and Ove Rogne

Trond Svendgård and Ove Rogne are both a part of the

Northern Lighting design team and are two of the four

founders of the brand. Trond, who is also a gourmet chef,

has created a tasty moose cooking recipe especially for

the Moo which is enclosed together with the lamp.
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